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This text gives an overview of my research activities and associated publications. This consists of two main lines of work. Recent work is within the
area of security while earlier work focusses on formal methods for probabilistic
systems.

1

Security

The overall goal of this research is to create a trustworthy and trusted (i.e. perceived to be trustworthy) architecture for (large scale) distributed systems (such
as internet, rfid systems, cloud based systems, etc.) applicable to different key
areas (health care, smart energy and mobility, etc.) The different sub-lines mentioned below all contribute to this overall line; establishing the basic requirements for trust in a system, in communication and hardware and addressing
key contributing factors such as security and privacy protection.

1.1

Trust and Privacy

In this research activity we look at the management and user perception of
trust and factors that contribute to these such as privacy protection, security,
reputation systems, etc. Related projects (see http://www.win.tue.nl/sec/
research.html) are Trusted Architecture for Securely Shared Services (TAS3),
Trusted Healthcare Services (THeCS), POSEIDON: System Evolvability and
Reliability of Systems of Systems, PEARL: Privacy Enhanced security Architecture for RFID Labels, Mobiman: Identity Management for Mobile Devices,
Trust in the Cloud and Secure and privacy-aware mobile identity management.
Publications In [11] trust management techniques applies to the e-business
setting are described and a model for trust and trust perceptions in this setting
is developed. In [9] the factors contributing to trust perception are identified
and their importance shown to be dependent on the knowledge of the user. One
conclusion from this work is that, though people find privacy important, they
do not read privacy policies. In [10, 12] we aim at quantifying one of the factors
contributing to trust perception namely privacy and at supporting the user in
assessing privacy policies.
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In [1] and [23] we describe a flexible trust management architecture for
service-oriented systems which integrates different types of trust management
systems into a standard XACML style authentication framework. In [6] we
apply this in an overall security and privacy architecture for cloud systems.
In [38] effects of trust delegation in the credential based decentralized trust
management (DTM) are studied. To be able to maintain safety goals in the
presence of trust delegation we compute minimal restrictions for a set of principles to achieve their goals using the object capability system Scoll. In this
way collaborating principles can maintain safety in the presence of delegations
(potentially including delegations to non-collaborating principles).
In [24] different trust management techniques are described and their effectiveness linked to the accountability in the form of ability to cause regret when
a trusted party misuses the trust placed in it.
In [13] we introduce a trust management language RT- which adds a restricted form of negation to the standard RT trust management language thus
admitting a controlled form of non-monotonicity. The semantics of RT- is presented in terms of the well-founded semantics for Logic Programs. An implementation of RT- is given using XSB.

1.2

Information Flow Analysis

In this research activity we look at protecting flows of information rather than
single data items at a fixed location. Declassification, an important concept to
make information flow practical, was a key subject of study in the S-Mobile
project. IN4STARS: INformation INteroperability & INtelligence INteroperability by STatistics, Agents, Reasoning and Semantics also address declassification through information sanitiation.
Publications In [37] a system is introduced for declassification policies which
are decoupled from the programs that use them. Declassification is needed as
the well-known notion of non-interference is often too restrictive. In most approaches for declassification the declassification policies are embedded in the
program itself or heavily tied to the variables in the program being analyzed,
thereby providing little separation between the code and the policy. This essentially require that the code be trusted, since to trust that the correct policy
is being enforced, we need to trust the source code. In this paper we propose
a framework in which declassification policies are related to the source code
being analyzed via its I/O channels. The analysis works by constructing a conservative approximation of expressions over input channel values that could be
output by the program, and by determining whether all such expressions satisfy the declassification requirements stated in the policy. We prove that if a
program is considered safe according to our analysis then it satisfies a property
we call Policy Controlled Release, which formalizes information-flow correctness
according to our notion of declassification policy.
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1.3

Formal analysis of Protocols

In this research activity we model and validate security and privacy properties
of protocols and algorithms, ranging from cryptographic primitives to mobile
and RFID identification and communication protocols. Related project are
PEARL and Mobiman, uCAN and Secure and privacy-aware mobile identity
management.
Publications Systems dealing with personal information are legally required
to satisfy the principle of data minimisation. However understanding the privacy
implications of running multiple protocols each using personal data can be a
challenging task. In [41] we present TRIPLEX, a framework for the analysis of
data minimisation in privacy-enhancing protocols.
There is no agreement in literature on the exact definition of unlinkability.
In [2] different notions of unlinkability from literature are compared and shown
to have subtle differences. Conditions, which are reasonable to expect in an
RFID setting, are then introduced and proven to be sufficient to link different
notions, i.e. under a set of conditions different unlinkability notions coincide.
In [3] a formal model for privacy guarantees of RFID tag protocols is introduces. The notions unlinkability and forward privacy are expressed and related
in a formal model based on the applied pi calculus. For a generic class of simple privacy protocols sufficient and necessary conditions for unlinkability and
forward privacy are given. These conditions are based on the concept of frame
independence that we develop in this paper. Finally, we apply our techniques
to two identification protocols, formally proving their privacy guarantees.
In [7] we introduce a Probabilistic Hoare-style logic for Game-based Cryptographic Proofs by extending a Probabilistic Hoare-style logic [25, 29, 26] to
formalize game-based cryptographic proofs. Our approach provides a systematic and rigorous framework, thus preventing errors from being introduced. We
illustrate our technique by proving semantic security of ElGamal.
The paper [27] is a move towards mechanized correctness proofs for cryptographic algorithms using the method introduced in [7]. The probabilistic Hoare
logic includes a standard weakening rule which uses implication between predicates which so far only has a semantical definition. By providing a partial
axiomatization of this implication purely syntactic reasoning is enabled, which
is illustrated on the results of [7].
The paper [31] treats denial-of-service (DoS) attacks by link-layer jamming in
wireless sensor networks. By exploiting the semantics of the link-layer protocol
(aka MAC protocol), an attacker can achieve better efficiency than blindly jamming the radio signals alone. We investigate some jamming attacks of S-MAC,
what level of effectiveness and efficiency the attack can potentially achieve, and
what countermeasures can be implemented against these attacks.
The paper [39] defines functional Principles of Service Discovery for robust,
registry-based service discovery. The Service Discovery Protocol FRODO is
then formally verified and shown to satisfy these principles. (This paper does
not specifically address security.)
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1.4

A-posteriori compliance Control: The audit logic

In this research activity we propose a different approach to protecting data
addressing some inherent drawbacks of preventative access control. User are
held accountable for their actions after they have performed them, allowing
checking of purpose and use of data rather than only access to data. Note
that this does require a setting (i.e. a trust model) in which you can hold users
accountable.
Publications Audit-based compliance control [5, 8] is a framework for aposteriori policy compliance control. A formal audit procedure is defined in
which users may be asked to justify that actions they performed were in compliance with policies. We also define a logging mechanism that allow honest
users to gather the information needed to perform this justification. The framework is shown to be tractable and an implementation in form of a proof checker
and prove finder are provided. We argue that in a number of settings, such as
collaborative work environments, where a small group of users create and manage document in a decentralized way, our framework is a more flexible approach
for controlling the compliance to policies than standard a-priory access control
mechanisms.
In [4] the framework is applied in the setting of agents.
In [16, 15] the use of the audit-based compliance control for privacy is described and compared to other privacy languages and systems such as P3P and
EPAL.
In the report [14] audit-based compliance control is applied in the setting of
electronic health record systems.

1.5

Side channel analysis of smartcards

In this research activity we look at the trustworthiness of cryptographic hardware, focussing on the vulnerability of such devices to side channel analysis.
Recent projects on this topic are Pinpas JC and ASCA.
Publications In [36] a method for optimizing differential power analysis (DPA)
attacks is presented which in addition to looking for a peak indicating the correct
key hypothesis also considers expected peak heights for other key candidates.
Significant peaks for other key candidates, so called ghost peaks, are normally
a problem in DPA but here they are actually used to strengthen the attack.
In [32] it shown that first and second-order DPA attacks can exploit intermediate results further into the inner rounds of computation than generally
believed by using partially fixed plain/cypher texts. This is demonstrated with
attacks on AES and on AES with specific DPA countermeasures.
In [35] a power analysis attack is given against an S-Box implementation
scheme which is provably secure against first and second order differential power
analysis. The scheme includes While not technically a first order DPA attack,
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the attack should be feasible in any setting where a first order DPA attack is
feasible.
In [34] a simple yet effective metric is developed to rank the intrinsic vulnerable to DPA attacks of individual operations. The metric is validated with
simulations and experiments on hardware.
In [33] the results of a comparative study of some popular Java Cards on
the market are presented. Eight different cards from four manufacturers are
analyzed at two levels; (i) a documentation-based comparison, also taking other
publicly available resources into account, (ii) an actual hands-on testing with
software developed specifically for this purpose. The investigations focus on
basic functionality, secure channels, the transaction mechanism, support symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, Global Platform and Open Platform compliance, and garbage and memory management.
The PINPAS tool [22, 19, 30] is an instruction-level interpreter for smartcard
assembler languages, augmented with facilities to study side-channel vulnerabilities, such as simulating power consumption and performing DPA on the
simulated power traces. The PINPAS tool supports the testing of algorithms
for vulnerability to SPA, DPA, etc. at the software level.
In [30] the results from a power analysis of the AES and RSA algorithms
by simulation using the PINPAS tool are presented. Using the Hitachi H8/300
assembler simulation in the PINPAS tool, the vulnerability for power analysis attacks of straightforward AES and RSA implementations is examined. In
case a vulnerability is found countermeasures are added to the implementation
that attempt to counter power analysis attacks. After these modifications the
analysis is performed again and the new results are compared to the original
results.
In [19] applications of the PINPAS tool are discussed. The usage of the tool
is illustrated using the common AES and RSA algorithms. Vulnerabilities of the
implementations are identified and protective measures added. It is argued, that
the tool can be instrumental for the design and realization of secure smartcard
implementations in a systematic way.
In [22] the PINPAS tool is introduced. Exploitation of the PINPAS tool
allows for the identification of weaknesses in the implementation in an early
stage of development. A toy algorithm is discussed to illustrate the usage of the
tool.

2

Probabilistic systems

Earlier work focusses on formal methods for the modeling and reasoning about
probabilistic systems.

2.1

Semantics

This work focusses on comparative semantics in a metric setting. Comparative
semantics provides an operational a denotational model and the relation between
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the two. In the metric setting, the domains user are metric spaces guaranteeing
the existence of unique fixed points.
In [40] a comparative semantics for or-parallel Prolog with commit is given.
In [18] builds different operational semantics for the combination of concurrency, nondeterministic and probabilistic choice.
In [17] a comparative semantics is given for the combination of probabilistic
and non-deterministic choice, distinguishing local and global interpretations of
these operations.
In [20] gives a comparative semantics to action refinement and synchronization in an interleaving setting. The trace based operational model uses a transition system with syntactical refinement sequences. The denotational model
equates statements under all (semantical) refinements and is shown to be fully
abstract w.r.t. the operational model.
In [21] shows that the model for action refinement can be applied in a probabilistic setting by extending the language and the fully abstract comparative
semantics with probabilistic choice.
In [28] a functor to build metric spaces of probability measures is described.
In [26] describes different semantical models which have been extended with
some form of probabilistic choice.

2.2

Logic

In [25, 29, 26] a Hoare-style logic for reasoning about probabilistic programs is
given. It is shown to be sound with respect to the denotational semantics of the
programs. (Use of this logic in the setting of security is described in Section 1.3.)
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